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This paper is composed of seven chapters. In Introduction, the definition of 
“morality books” is discussed and the questions concerning “patriarch Lv’s morality 
books’ are answered to demonstrate the basic ideas and methods for studying the 
thinking of patriarch Lv’s morality books and their research value. Two important 
criteria are adopted as the basis for determining whether a book is a morality book or 
not: 1) the main idea of “encouraging goodness;” 2) the objective of inspiring the idea 
of doing good and accumulating morality to become immortal. Based on the collected 
folk literature, patriarch Lv’s morality books are defined as the books which are aimed 
at achieving the short term objective of saving the world and enlightening the folks, 
continuous objective of mind cultivation, and ultimate objective of integration with 
Taoism based on the core belief in patriarch Lv and fundamental thinking of Taoism. 
Morality books are the collection of written descriptions about the religious patterns, 
such as divine manifestation for life cultivation or encouraging goodness. It is 
suggested that the research value of the thinking of patriarch Lv’s morality books is to 
guide individuals for self-reflection, elevate spiritual level, maintain the stability of 
social orders and safety, and improve the status of Taoism in the history of Chinese 
philosophy, which helps to deepen the research level of morality books and induce the 
brand new thinking of people on morality books. The basic idea of the study is to seek 
truth from facts and return to the essentials to have a comprehensive understanding of 
literature. 
Chapter 1 demonstrates the cultural background for the world popularity of 
patriarch Lu’s morality books. It is indicated that how patriarch Lv’s morality books 
influence the folk society is by “reading such books makes people feel like seeing 
those saints in person and facing the same circumstance.” Chapter 2 examines the 
literature of patriarch Lv’s morality books. It is suggested that such books have a long 
history. However, such books are actually formed in the Sung Dynasty and the 
number gradually increases then. The succession and transformation of such books 
contributed to the great influence of patriarch Lv’s morality books. Chapter 3 















theoretical foundations are to accumulate morality by practicing Taoism and are based 
on the mystical idea of the practice of Taoism resulting in the functioning of Qi, and 
the skeleton of Yin Yang and five elements. Chapter 4 analyzes the main ideas of 
patriarch Lv. The cosmic and mathematic symbols are analyzed first to inspect the 
trinity in the history and the succession and implementation of such theory in 
patriarch Lu’s morality books. Then, the view of life in patriarch Lv’s morality books 
is investigated. At last, the theory for the practice of Taoism is investigated to indicate 
that “mind” and “Taoism” are directly viewed as the same philosophical aspect in 
patriarch Lu’s morality books. It is suggested that if one intends to practice Taoism, 
mind clearance shall be the first step. The ultimate goal of Taoist practice is to return 
to the origin, reply to one’s destiny, and integrate with Tao. Chapter 5 discusses how 
the thinking of the integration of three religions is presented by religious rites such as 
the appearance of the writings from the heaven. 
In the last chapter, based on the foundations of the five chapters above, the 
characteristics of the thinking, “encouraging goodness, cultivating both one’s body 
and mind, and returning to origin and replying to one’s destiny” are demonstrated. It 
is suggested that patriarch Lv’s morality books play an important role in the history of 
Chinese philosophy, Chinese culture, and Chinese religions. It is indicated that the 
modern value of patriarch Lv’s morality books and their thinking relied on the 
reflection on the meaning of life and the practice of cultivating life with morality, 
which helps to improve the physical and mental harmony of individuals and social 
harmony. 
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